SECRET

DATE: 12 FEB 62

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: WH 8
INFO: CCG 2, CI/OA, F1, 3/C 2

FEB 13 0237Z 62
ROUTINE
IN 85766

DIR CITE MEXI 0896
REF: DIR 4853/4(Out 99262) 4

1. TRANSMITTED BY DISPATCH ARE PRG 1 AND 2 FOR LINUFF/1.

2. BIO DATA TO COMPLETE PRG FOR LINUFF/2 REQUESTED FROM LINUFF/1.

WILL FORWARD AS SOON AS RECVD.

LINUFF/1 USED MERELY AS CUT-OUT TO LINUFF/2. THIS DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH ORIBEX USE. APPRECIATE HAS CLEARANCE FOR USE WITH EUGENE A. RABIDA PERSONALLY.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: REQUESTED PRG 1 AND 2 AND FIELD TRACES (LINUFFs).

CERTIFIED F/VIR 11 FEB 62

REPUDICATION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.